
Protecting People and Property in a
Million Locations Worldwide

Total Imaging Solutions



Pelco is proud to offer the widest selection of 

professional video security and imaging products 

available. We have the breadth of product line you 

need to fit your application challenges, from budget-

conscious compact cameras to high-end integrated 

positioning systems. Pelco offers state-of-the-art 

technologies that meet the requirements of even 

the most demanding applications, in every lighting 

condition imaginable. What ever you need, Pelco 

has an imaging solution for you.

Total Imaging Solutions – Exceeding 
Expectations In Every Application.



           

D i v e r s e  A p p l i c a t i o n s . . . U n i q u e  S o l u t i o n s

 A Solution For Every Application

Pelco’s array of imaging solutions for the video security market is without equal, ranging from economical 

and standard-featured compact cameras to the most advanced, high-performance camera positioning 

systems available today. Pelco offers the industry’s largest selection of fixed cameras and lenses, each 

boasting specific features that make them ideal for various applications. Our Camclosure Series are 

discreet, easy-to-install systems that include camera, lens and enclosure in an easy-to-order package. 

And for the most demanding applications, look to Spectra III and Esprit, the industry’s leading pan/tilt/

zoom products with the most sophisticated software features available anywhere.

 Superior Images, Around the Clock

Today’s 24/7 applications require cameras that perform even after the sun goes down. Pelco’s LowLight™ 

technology, available across our complete range of imaging products, dramatically enhances camera 

performance by automatically adjusting shutter speeds to compensate for darkening conditions. Pelco’s 

Day/Night capabilities – available in standard fixed cameras, Spectra III, or Esprit – feature auto or manual 

switching between color and black-white modes, yielding clear color images during daylight hours and 

increased sensitivity, real-time monochrome images during nighttime hours.

 Image Clarity In High Contrast Conditions

Many installations must deal with lighting condition extremes, whether it is a dark-to-light transition at a 

doorway to the outside or full-length lobby windows that face the sun. These high-contrast, dynamic-range 

conditions pose some of the greatest challenges faced by a security camera. Pelco uniquely offers imaging 

solutions in our fixed camera and Spectra III product lines that will manually or automatically adjust for 

(WDR) scenes.

 A Solution For Every Environment

Today’s imaging systems must meet the challenges for protection against vandalism, temperature extremes, 

rainfall and humidity, as well as protection against environmental conditions caused by industrial processes, 

vehicle exhaust, and salt air. In each instance, specialized enclosures are critical to providing the needed 

protection to ensure that your imaging system remains operational. Pelco offers the broadest range of imaging 

solutions, whether your application requires normal environmental protection, vandal/impact resistance, 

pressurization, or explosion-proof capabilities.



           

 Product  Fami l i es

 Video Security Cameras

Our broad selection of fixed cameras integrates the industry’s leading camera technologies, including Sony 

SuperHAD and ExViewHAD CCDs and Pelco’s revolutionary SIMD imaging technology. Pelco’s fixed camera 

solutions include models with Day/Night, WDR and LowLight™ capabilities, as well as built-in Unshielded 

Twisted Pan (UTP) transmitters, integrated mount connections and unique camera set-up tools. Whatever 

the application, Pelco cameras are designed to make every installation a clear success.  

 Camclosure Systems

Camclosure Systems integrate a camera, lens and enclosure into a discreet, compact and extremely 

rugged package, bringing together all the elements needed for a typical, fixed indoor or outdoor security 

installation. These attractive systems offer a variety of options with a whole host of features that make 

every Camclosure fast and easy-to-install and most importantly, very secure.

 Spectra III Positioning    

Spectra III SE is the industry’s leading integrated, high-speed dome system, featuring a broad range of 

enclosure options, a variety of camera/lens options, and the industry’s leading software feature set. 

Designed for wide appeal, Spectra III SE boasts state-of-the-art window blanking, custom camera settings 

for presets, UTP and Fiber Optic options, LowLight™ Technology, back box memory, and a host of industry 

leading features that guarantee your success with your every application challenge.

\

 Esprit Integration

Esprit is the industry’s only completely integrated pan/tilt style positioning system. Esprit features high-

speed dome-like performance in a package that is able to look above the horizon, or provide deterrent 

presence in your perimeter, traffic, or parking lot applications. Whether your application requires a 

custom camera and lens combination or a state-of-the-art pressurized optics package, Pelco offers a 

range of camera/lens and software options that make Esprit positioning systems the most versatile 

pan/tilt available anywhere.



  Applications

Because each video security installation requires a range of imaging solutions based upon camera location, environment, or 

desired visual effect, only a provider with a complete range of products, technologies and enclosure solutions can meet those 

challenges. As the largest video security provider in the industry, with the broadest product range in the industry look to Pelco 

for all of your imaging requirements...in every application.

Day/Night or Extreme 
Light Applications

High Security or Vandal/Impact 
Resistant Applications

Overt and Deterrent Applications

Aesthetic or Discreet Applications

General Surveillance

Harsh or Extreme 
Environment Applications
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 Unique  Pe lco Capab i l i t i es

 Compatibility

All Pelco imaging products are fully compatible with our entire product line.  

From matrix switchers to digital video recorders, remember Pelco is your 

one-stop shop for all things video security and has the answers for all of your 

video security applications.

 Installation/Setup Tools

Pelco is proud to make available a wide selection of installation and setup 

tools, designed to help make every application a clear success. From industry-

leading Remote Monitor Kits, to cameras with built-in service connectors, these 

features allow installers the ability to complete an installation the first time up 

the ladder, or from the base of an installation — saving valuable time.

  Transmission, Power Supplies and Mounting Options

Pelco offers a variety of transmission modes and has the industry’s only line 

of cameras featuring UTP as a standard built-in feature. Pelco also offers an 

extensive series of low voltage multi-camera power supplies available in a 

variety of configurations, which can power up to 16 units from a single power 

source. And with literally hundreds of mounts to choose from, with a full range 

of versatile mounting options, the choice is obvious...Pelco.

 Save Time & Money with ImagePak

For enhanced flexibility, take full advantage of Pelco’s largest selection of 

imaging products by ordering ImagePak, DomePak, or CameraPak systems. 

From simply ordering a Pelco camera, lens, and mount as a single part number 

(CameraPak), to ordering complete enclosure and dome systems with all 

options included, back-focused, tested and installed (ImagePak/DomePak), our 

variety of product offerings can save you time and installation costs. Ask your 

Pelco representative about ImagePak, DomePak, and CameraPak.


